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Abstract

Fault-tolerance is crucial to maintain safety in offshore operations. The objective
of this paper is to show how systematic analysis and design of fault-tolerance
is conducted for a complex automation system, exemplified by thruster assisted
Position-mooring. Using redundancy as required by classification societies’ class
notations for offshore position controlled vessels, the paper shows how violations
of normal behaviour of main components can be detected and isolated. Using
a functional service philosophy, diagnosis procedures are auto-generated based
on provable correct graph analysis methods. Functional faults that are only
detectable, are rendered isolable through an active isolation approach. Once
functional faults are isolated, they are handled by fault accommodation techni-
ques to meet overall control objectives specified by class requirements. The
paper illustrates the generic methodology by a system to handle faults in moor-
ing lines, sensors or thrusters. Simulations and model basin experiments are
carried out to validate the concept for scenarios with single or multiple faults.
The results demonstrate that enhanced availability and safety are obtainable
with this design approach. While methods are introduced at a tutorial level,
the paper is original by providing a total Position-mooring system design that
ensures resilience to any single fault and to selected multiple faults.
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1. Introduction1

Safety and cost effectiveness are primary concerns for positioning control2

systems for marine vessels Gray and Macdonald (1982); Chen et al. (2009).3

Frequent shutdowns of the whole control system when simple faults occur are4

costly and high risk events for humans, for equipment and for environment.5

The present approach to fault handling in the marine industry is to call for6

human intervention when faults occur. The study of Chen and Moan (2004)7

showed that when faults occur in a positioning control system performing tan-8

dem operations, the time window for the operator is less than two minutes to9

avoid collision. With this time to react, human intervention is likely to fail10

to recover the system and autonomous handling of faults could enhance safety11

and availability of offshore operations. Some PM system designs have the abi-12

lity to handle selected faults of particular high severity, but these designs have13

been made ad-hoc without a uniform approach to fault handling. Ad-hoc im-14

plemented fault handling increases the risk of software faults that could become15

critical as this part of code is only executed when some failure has happened and16

handling of a not-normal situation is needed. Tools for systematic analysis and17

design for fault tolerant control (FTC) are therefore adopted in this paper and18

used to suggest a complete FTC design and analysis procedure for a thruster19

assisted Position-mooring system.20

Means toward systematic design for fault-tolerant control have been availa-21

ble and have been used for individual subsystems or functions on marine ves-22

sels. Fault diagnosis of a diesel-driven propulsion system was the subject of the23

benchmark in Izadi-Zamanabadi and Blanke (1999), and solutions to the diag-24

nosis part of the problem demonstrated by a sliding mode observer in Edwards25

and Spurgeon (2000), an adaptive observer in Blanke et al. (1998), and a non-26

switching detection and accommodation solution in Wu et al. (2006). Larger27

subsystems were treated in Blanke (2005), for station keeping control, where the28

structure-graph approach was successfully employed, and fault-tolerant sensor29

fusion for navigation instruments was treated in Blanke (2006). For Position-30

mooring, a setpoint chasing control algorithm was made fault-tolerant in Fang31

and Blanke (2011) and reliability indexes were included in the optimization in32

Fang et al. (2013). The minimum thruster power position was calculated in33

Wang et al. (2016), without considering faults or fault-tolerance. Reliability34

indexes were also considered in Wang et al. (2014) who suggested a backstep-35

ping control approach for Position-mooring, but they did not consider faults or36

fault-tolerance. The earlier reported results, which treated not-normal conditi-37

ons, looked at selected faults in mooring lines and in Blanke et al. (2012), also38

on buoyancy element failures. In these earlier studies, fault isolation was made39

possible by assuming certain parts of the PM system to be healthy. This study40

will include the possibility that one or more sensors or actuators are faulty and41

it will include disturbances from sea, wind and current. This makes fault isola-42

tion an issue of special concern. The present problem is hence significantly more43

complex, yet also more realistic than earlier research. The study is made generic44

and realistic to the maritime industry through considering the instrumentation45
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that is required by classification societies.46

With the objective of presenting a systematic FTC design that can be con-47

ducted already at the design stage of a vessel automation system, with limited48

additional efforts, structural analysis is employed for analysis of fault detection49

and isolation properties, considering single or multiple-faults. Using standard50

cases of instrumentation, as advised by classification societies, it is shown that51

fault isolation cannot always be obtained with traditional methods, but an active52

fault isolation technique is then explored with the purpose of isolating faults that53

are otherwise only detectable. The paper details on how this is done and it shows54

how, once a fault is isolated, it can be handled fast and predictably without hu-55

man intervention. The implications for marine operations are emphasised and56

aspects of overall safety and availability are considered. The suggested techni-57

ques are implemented and tested in a model basin demonstrating the suggested58

approach in a fully autonomous Position-mooring system.59

The paper is organised as follows. After an overview of prior research in60

the area, Section 3 introduces the modelling at a control plant level for FTC61

purposes. Section 4 presents fault diagnosis for fault detection and isolation62

using structural analysis and extends these with active isolation techniques.63

Section 5 shows design of controllers to handle the range of faults dealt with64

and the proposed fault-tolerant DP system design is validated by model basin65

tests in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper. Notations and abbreviations66

are listed in Tables 1 and 2.67

2. Background and Previous Research68

In offshore operations, marine vessels are often required to be kept in a desi-69

red position using dynamic positioning (DP) or Position-mooring (PM) system.70

The term positioning control is commonly used to denote either of these techno-71

logies. A DP system exclusively uses thrusters to achieve a desired position and72

heading. Research on this industrially important subject include Balchen et al.73

(1980), Selkäinaho (1993), IMO (1994), Sørensen et al. (1996), Strand et al.74

(1998), Strand (1999), Sørensen and Strand (2000), Fossen (2002), Lindegaard75

(2003), Sørensen (2005), and Tannuri and Morishita (2006). The historiy of76

DP development was excellently described in Breivik et al. (2015). The vigor77

of the area is evidenced by new ideas being presented to dynamic positioning78

control, e.g. Hassani et al. (2017), Benetazzo et al. (2015), Wu et al. (2016), use79

of position estimation techniques when anchor positions are uncertain Ren and80

Skjetne (2016) and study of key performance indicators in Park et al. (2016).81

Fault-tolerant control for non-moored vessels were presented in Blanke (2005),82

Benetazzo et al. (2015). Classification society rules for the area are found in83

DNV (2014).84

Position-moored systems use a combination of mooring lines and thrusters to85

maintain the vessel’s position, balancing the mean ocean disturbances acting on86

the vessel. External forces are mainly attenuated by the mooring system while87

the thrusters are used as dampers to reduce the vessel’s dynamical motions.88

In harsh weather conditions, the use of thrusters is necessary in a PM system89
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Table 1: Notation

Abt thruster force to body force-moment matrix

Abm mooring line force to body force-moment matrix
D linear damping matrix
η = [p>, ψ]> position and heading

Fi thrust from ith thruster
h = [z, φ, θ]> heave, roll and pitch of the vessel
M body mass matrix including hydrodynamic added mass
Nm, Nt, Np number of mooring lines, thrusters and position sensors

Ng, Nv, Nw number of horizontal -, vertical gyroscopes and anemometers

ν = [u, v, r]> velocity vector of the vessel in the body-fixed frame

ω = [p, q, r]> angular velocity of body

p = [x, y]> North-East position vector in Earth-fixed frame
ψ, r yaw angle and yaw rate of the vessel
Rnb(ψ) yaw rotation from body to navigation frame

Tj , T
xy
j tension in jth mooring line and its horizontal component

ui command shaft speed to ith thruster
vw,vc wind and current velocity vectors

Table 2: Acronyms and Abbreviations.

ARR analytical redundancy relation

AUTS, AUT, AUTR DNV-GL class notations for DP

CUSUM cumulative sum

DP dynamic positioning

FTC fault-tolerant control

FPSO floating production storage and offloading

GPS global positioning system

HPR hydro-acoustic position reference

MSO minimial structurally overdetermined

PM Position-mooring with thruster assistance

RPM revolutions per minute
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in order to avoid large tensions in mooring lines and to provide compensation90

of any line break by keeping the vessel at an appropriate setpoint. Switching91

strategies with a bank of controllers to cope with weather conditions were in par-92

ticular studied in Nguyen et al. (2007). Setpoint chasing control was suggested93

in Sørensen et al. (2001) and extended in Nguyen and Sørensen (2009b). Using a94

mooring line reliability criterion as control objective, Berntsen et al. (2008) sho-95

wed how to prevent line overload. A semi-static setpoint recalculation approach96

was suggested in Fang and Blanke (2011) to deal with breakage of one or more97

lines and protect remaining intact ones. Selected faults, line breakage and loss98

of an underwater buoyancy element, were demonstrated to be diagnosable in a99

position-moored system by Fang et al. (2015). This paper considers the much100

wider scenario of the entire fault-tolerant control problem including failure of101

any of the key instruments, actuators or mooring lines. Active fault diagnosis102

techniques Niemann (2006), Blanke and Staroswiecki (2006), Poulsen and Nie-103

mann (2008), Gelso and Blanke (2009) and Niemann (2012) are designed and104

tested in this paper to isolate faults that are only detectable with conventional105

diagnostic methods.106

Being an area of significant industrial importance, fault prognosis and diag-107

nosis methods have been studied extensively. Methods employing spectral and108

time-domain properties are extremely useful for diagnosis in rotating machinery109

Feng. et al. (2013) and Sun et al. (2014) whereas model-based diagnosis has been110

the main focus for process diagnosis. A method that has proven to be useful111

for analysis of rather complex systems is structural analysis where graph-based112

tools are used to analyse topology while avoiding very detailed modelling. The113

theoretical foundation was provided in Dulmage and Mendelsohn (1959) and114

brought to use in fault diagnosis in Staroswiecki and Declerck (1989), Blanke115

et al. (2015) and Travé-Massuyès et al. (2006). The structure graph of a system116

helps discover potential redundancies and shows how to reconfigure the system117

when a component is disabled, e.g. due to faults. A hypothesis test mechanism,118

see Kay (1998), Basseville and Nikiforov (2002), and Travé-Massuyès (2014)119

evaluates whether the system behaviour resembles a faultless or faulty plant120

model. Successful application have been reported in several studies, see Noura121

et al. (2009) and in particular the automotive industry has been very active in122

this area, see Svärd et al. (2014). Once a fault is isolated to be in a specific com-123

ponent of the system, changes need to be made achieve given control objective,124

perhaps with degraded performance. Further details on FTC can be found in125

Blanke et al. (2015).126

3. Modelling for fault-tolerant control127

Modelling of marine systems is based on first principles with addition of laws128

from hydrodynamics. With a vessel being a body moving in six degrees of free-129

dom, nonlinear static and dynamic phenomena are present. Hence, models will130

be nonlinear by nature and they easily become extremely complex. When ai-131

ming at analysis of features essential for fault detectability and for fault-tolerant132

control, the very detailed models pose an obstacle rather than a benefit because133
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a first concern in fault-tolerant design is to gain insight in properties at an over-134

all level of functionality. The modelling needed for fault-tolerant design is the135

topology of the system and descriptions of function blocks. This is done through136

formulation of constraints.137

3.1. Using constraints for modelling138

When considering fault-tolerant control, we need an answer to the question:
which overall functions (e.g. actuators and sensors) are healthy and available
for use by the control system. We are not interested in localization of de-
fects to particular sub-components, as is the case for condition monitoring and
maintenance systems. Modelling therefore need be done at the level of overall
functionality. Such modelling is conveniently done using the principles of be-
havioural modelling Willems (1996), where constraints c describe how certain
variables are related. To introduce the notation, let variables be x, z and u, and
let gs and gd denote functions; then constrains can be static (cs) or dynamic
(cd) :

cs : 0 = gs(x, u)− z
cd : 0 = gd(x, u)− ẋ,

where gs and gd can be linear or nonlinear. Derivatives of variables can be139

explicit or implicit in the constraints. Behavioural models are not necessarily140

continuous, but the framework of static and dynamic nonlinear constraints fit141

well with the physical modelling of a marine vessel.142

While any symbol could be used for a constraint, we use ai for constraints143

related to actuators, ci for a generic constraints within the system, mi for me-144

asurement constraints and di for differential constraints. The145

3.2. Model of a Position-moored marine vessel146

Consider a vessel with the thrusts produced by propellers,147

ai : Fi = gp(ui), (1)

where i = 1, ..., Nt; Nt is the number of thrusters; ui is demanded propeller148

speed; gp is the nominal relation between ui and the thrust obtained. The149

thrusters contribute to control forces in surge and sway, and moment in yaw150

(hereinafter called control forces) according to their position in the vessel and151

azimuth (relative direction) of the thruster.152

For brevity, we define the posture η as the vector of the Earth-fixed position153

of centre of the ship, p ∈ R2, and its’ heading angle, ψ ∈ S,154

η = [p>, ψ]>. (2)

Horizontal plane forces from the Position-mooring (PM) system are available155

via the horizontal components of the tensions in mooring lines and the mooring156

system geometry. Tension in line j is a function of position of the turret, hence157

a function of the posture vector,158

cj : T xyj = gj(η), (3)
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where j = 1, ..., Nm and Nm is the number of mooring lines. This constraint is159

the elastic catenary equations Triantafyllou (1990) for each mooring line,160

x1 =
T xyi
w0

sinh−1
[
T zi − w0(L− s)

T xyi

]
−T

xy
i

w0
sinh−1

[
T zi − w0L

T xyi

]
+
T xyi s

EA0
,

x2 =
T xyi
w0

√
1 +

[
T zi − w0(L− s)

T xyi

]2
−T

xy
i

w0

√
1 +

[
T zi − w0L

T xyi

]2
+

1

EA0

(
T zi s+

w0

2
[(L− s)2 − L2]

)
.

Here, L is the un-stretched cable length; s is a parameter running along161

the cable from 0 (anchor point) to L (top end point); x1(s) and x2(s) are the162

spacial horizontal and vertical components along the cable; T xymo and T zmo are163

the horizontal and vertical tensions at the upper end; w0 is the weight in water164

per unit length; E is Young’s modulus of elasticity; and A0 is the cross-sectional165

area. In order to calculate T xymo, we need to solve the catenary equation with166

boundary conditions, details of which are found in Aamo and Fossen (2001),167

x1(0) = 0, x1(L) = calculated from posture vector η,

x2(0) = 0, x2(L) = water depth.

We consider a rotatable turret mooring system in this paper. In this system,168

the ship can rotate freely around the turret; therefore, manual rotation of the169

turret is not considered.170

Now consider the ocean current and wind disturbances acting on the vessel.171

The vector of sea current velocity over ground is vc ∈ R2, relative wind is172

vw ∈ R2, and ν ∈ R3 is a vector with body-fixed velocities relative to water173

in surge, sway and yaw. Roll, pitch and heave are not relevant for a moored174

vessel. Wind load is described by a function gW(vw). The kinetics of the vessel175

in surge, sway and yaw is then,176

c1+Nm : Mν̇ =

Nt∑
i=1

Ai
btFi

+

Nm∑
j=1

Aj
mo(η)T xyj + gW(vw)−D(ν)ν, (4)

where Abt is the mapping from individual thrusts to control forces in body177

coordinates, Aj
mo transforms the horizontal tension of the jth mooring line to178

body-fixed coordinates, and D(ν)ν is velocity-proportional damping. This term179
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describes the combination of viscous drag on hull and mooring lines. In the se-180

quel, we use Dν for brevity for this damping term.In reality, parts of the mooring181

lines have velocity through water that deviate from ν, e.g. due to vibrations.182

Such dynamic effects constitute, together with other nonlinear hydrodynamic183

phenomena and parameter uncertainties, so-called unmodelled dynamics. Fault184

diagnosis methods are designed such that they minimize sensitivity to unknown185

disturbances and to unknown dynamics.186

The kinematics from body-fixed velocity relative to water, ν ∈ R3, to Earth-187

fixed position and angles, η ∈ R3, is188

c2+Nm
: η̇ = Rnb(ψ)ν + [v>c , 0]>, (5)

where Rnb(ψ) is the horizontal rotation from body to North-East coordinates,189

using the approximation that velocities are considered to be horizontal.190

Using derivatives explicitly in the constraints, the differential operator need191

be described as a relation between a variable and its time derivative,192

d1 : ν̇ =
d

dt
ν, (6)

d2 : η̇ =
d

dt
η. (7)

3.3. Sensors available193

The sensor devices onboard are: Ng gyrocompass units for heading mea-194

surements; Np position measurements: GPS receivers and/or hydro-acoustic195

position reference (HPR) units; Nr motion reference units (MRU) measuring196

heave, roll and pitch; Nw anemometers for wind speed and direction measu-197

rements; a tension sensor for each of Nm mooring lines; Nt thrusters. The198

constraints that map the measured variables to the physical system states are,199

mk : hk = ψ, (8)

mNg+l : pml
= p + R(φ, θ, ψ)ll (9)

mNg+Np+m : hmm
= [z, φ, θ]T (10)

mNg+Np+Nr+n : wmn
= vw (11)

mNg+Np+Nr+Nw+1 : cm = vc (12)

mNg+...+Nw+1+i : umi
= ui (13)

mNg+...+Nt+j : Tmj
= gmo(T xyj ), (14)

where indices k, l,m, n, 1, i, j refer to gyro, position measurement units, vertical200

reference units, anemometer(s), current sensor, thrusters and tension measure-201

ments, respectively. The associated measurements are denoted hk, pml
, hmm

,202

wmn , cm, umi , Tmj .203

Transformation of from actual sensor positions to ship’s reference position204

is based on a rotation matrix, R ∈ R2×3, and a local position of the device,205

ll ∈ R3, as shown in Eq. (9).206
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Table 3: Requirements of system arrangement for different DP classifications DNV (2014).

Minimum requirements

No. Component AUTS AUT AUTR

Nt Thrusters No redundancy No redundancy Redundant
Np Position sensors 1 2 3
Nw Anemometers 1 1 2
Ng Heading sensors 1 1 3
Nr Motion ref. units 1 1 3

The actual numbers of thrusters (actuators), sensors and measurement units207

depend on the class of the DP system. Table 3 shows the requirements for dif-208

ferent classes according to the DNV-GL classification DNV (2014). Equivalent209

class notations exist from other classification societies, see IMO (1994) and later.210

4. Fault diagnosis211

The essence of analytic fault diagnosis is to establish relations to test whet-212

her measured and other known variables satisfy all relations that describe the213

system’s normal behaviour. If this is not the case, some violation of normal214

behaviour has occurred, i.e. one or more faults are present in the system. Rela-215

tions that can be used for such testing are referred to as redundancy relations.216

Let a system be described by a set X of unknown variables, a set K of known217

variables and a set of constraints C on these variables. Then there may exist a218

set Cm ⊆ C from which all variables in X can be determined. A system that has219

this property is said to have a complete matching on the unknown variables.220

If any constraints exist that were not used to obtain such matching, the set221

of unmatched constraints Cum ⊂ C may be used to test the consistency bet-222

ween known variables and the system’s normal behaviour. Hence, redundancy223

relations are obtained with basis in the unmatched constraints.224

Solving for unknown variables in a nonlinear system can be rather complex225

if done directly on the analytical form of the constraints. Structural analysis226

offers a significant shortcut. It is a method to determine possible ways to solve227

a set constraints without actually doing so. Making a graph representation of228

the relations between constraints and unknown variables makes it possible to229

seek through a graph to determine how one could solve for unknown variables.230

The result of a structural analysis is a receipt that, in symbolic form, describes231

how unknown variables could be calculated from known variables, using the232

system constraints. Analytical expressions are not used until after a complete233

structural solution is found. This dramatically reduces the complexity of finding234

redundancy relations for fault diagnosis.235

The salient feature of the structural analysis approach is that graph theory236

exists that can be employed to find all possible ways the set of system constraints237
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can be matched to unknown variables. A theoretic procedure was shown in the238

seminal paper Dulmage and Mendelsohn (1959). Later research has resulted in239

several algorithms to determine parity relations from structure graph informa-240

tion, summarised in Blanke et al. (2015) with significant efficiency improvements241

in algorithms reported in Krysander (2006), who finds all Minimally Structurally242

Overdetermined (MSO) subgraphs in a structure graph. Structural isolability243

properties may differ from residuals found from one complete matching to anot-244

her, and an overall approach to selection of the sets of residuals was recently245

suggested in Svärd et al. (2013). This paper employs existing algorithms to find246

all complete matchings to revealed that violation in certain constraints in AUTS247

and AUT class systems will not be isolable, i.e. there are faults that can not248

be isolated. It will then be demonstrated how fault isolation can be achieved249

anyway by an active diagnosis approach. When such fault is detected, small250

magnitude reference changes to thrusters are used to show which constraints251

have become violated. Once the root cause of a fault is isolated, it is shown how252

fault-tolerant control is employed to handle the event.253

4.1. Structural domain analysis254

In the structural analysis approach, the variables in Eqs. (1) to (14) are255

classified as unknown, known input and known measured variables, respectively256

X =
{
Fi, T

xy
j , ν̇,ν, η̇,η, φ, θ,p, ψ,vc,vw

}
, (15)

Ki = {ui} , (16)

Km =
{
hk,pml

, Tmj ,hmm ,wmn , cm, umi

}
. (17)

The technique analyses the principal relations between these types of vari-257

ables. The relations between variables are expressed through a generic model258

that explains the topology or structure in the set of constraints that define a259

behavioral model of our plant. The model, referred to as the structural model,260

of the system (C,Z) defines as a bi-partite graph (C,Z, E), where E ⊂ C×Z is a261

set of edges defined by (ci, zi) ∈ E if the variable zi appears in the constraint ci.262

The structure graph of an AUT class positioning controlled vessel is depicted263

in Fig. 1. In this structure graph, a constraint is represented by a bar, an edge264

by a line and a variable by a circle.265

One further defines a complete matching M ⊂ E with respect to unknown266

variables as a subset of edges that orientates known variables towards constraints267

in order to solve for all unknown variables. It is noted that arrows on edges268

imply direction of causality, as illustrated in the structure graph (Fig. 1). The269

implication is that a variable must be solved for by following the direction of270

the arrow.271

4.2. What structural analysis offers272

Structural analysis is in essence a graph theoretical way that advises in which273

order a set of equations can be solved, i.e which unknown variable can be deter-274

mined from which constraint. When a constraint is constructed such that one275
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Figure 1: Generic structure graph for vessel configured to class AUT. The case shown has
Nt = 3, Nm = 4, Np = 2, Ng = 1, Nv = 1, Nw = 1. An AUTS vessel would have Np = 1.
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or more of the variables that are included in the constraint cannot be calculated276

from the constraint, but others can, we define a direction of calculation in a277

graph. As example in c : x1 = g(x2), x2 can only be calculated from c if g278

is invertible. If calculation is one-way only, we denote c : x1 ← g(x2) when279

performing the structural analysis.280

4.2.1. Violation of constraints281

In structural analysis, a fault is defined as a violation of a constraint. Such282

violation will affect a parity relation if this parity relation is constructed from283

that constraint. If a fault affects the residual vector, it is said to be structurally284

detectable. If a fault affects the unique pattern of the residual vector’s elements,285

it is structurally isolable.286

It is noted that the results from structural analysis are necessary but not287

sufficient conditions for analytical property. E.g. the structural isolability does288

not imply the isolability of a real fault while the isolability of a real fault does289

imply the structural isolability.290

4.2.2. Dealing with vector relations291

Structural analysis was originally developed to deal with sets of scalar vari-292

ables and functions. In a marine setting, some variable are conveniently treated293

as vectors, e.g position p has components in North and East of the Earth-fixed294

navigation frame, p = [pN , pE ]T and velocity is v = [vN , vE ]T . Relating velocity295

to position ṗ = v therefore constitutes two uncoupled linear equations to which296

the structural analysis tools immediately apply.297

Transformation in the horizontal plane from body to navigation frame c :298

vn = Rnb(ψ)vb includes the 2× 2 rotation matrix Rnb(ψ), both of the velocity299

vectors are calculable from c, since the rotation is invertible. Some automa-300

ted tools, including SaTool Blanke and Lorentzen (2006), cannot automate the301

calculation of the angle of rotation from such constraint. This is a software302

technicality that is dealt with by declaring, to the software, that ψ cannot be303

determined from c.304

In some cases, vectors need be written in component form. In a scalar pro-305

duct between vectors a and b c : 0 = abT , one vector cannot be uniquely306

determined even if the other is known, since any vector, perpendicular to the307

known one, will satisfy the constraint. However, writing the equation in com-308

ponent form, 0 = a1b1 + a2b2 + a3b3, will allow the structural analysis tools to309

solve for one element if the others are known.310

Convenience and concerns for brevity have dictated that vector notation is311

used when possible in this paper.312

4.3. Redundancy relations for class AUT vessel313

From the discussion above, the entire set of constraints are, for a class AUT314

vessel with 4 mooring lines (Nm = 4), 3 thrusters (Nt = 3) and class AUT315

instrumentation:316
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Table 4: Constraints for AUT class vessel with Nt = 3 thrusters,
Nm = 4 mooring lines and 2 position measurements

ai Fi = gp(ui) for i = 1 . . . Nt
cj Tj = gmj

(p, ψ) for j = 1 . . . Nm
c5 M ν̇ + Cν = gw(vw) +

∑Nt

i=1(Ai
bt gp(ui)) +

∑Nm

j=1(Aj
bm Tmj )

c6 ṗ = vc + R(ψ)ν
d1 ν̇ = d

dtν
d2 ṗ = d

dtp
m1 ψm = ψ
m2a pm1 = p +R((φ, θ), ψ) l
m2b pm2 = p +R((φ, θ), ψ) l
m3 (φm, θm) = (φ, θ)
m4 wm = vw
m5 cm = vc
m5+i umi = ui for i = 1 . . . Nt
m8+j Tmj = Tj for j = 1 . . . Nm

The structural analysis given the constraints in Table 4 with unknown va-317

riables listed in Eq.15 and known ones in Eqs. 16 - 17. Analysis is done using318

the SaTool software Blanke and Lorentzen (2006) where different algorithms are319

available to find matchings and MSO sets. A set of analytical redundancy rela-320

tions (AAR) is generated as the result of the structural analysis. Each complete321

matching or MSO set will define a set of relations, see Table 5, that shows which322

constraint is used to calculate each of the unknown variables. A 0 in the table323

indicates an unmatched constraint that can be used as an ARR.324

Table 5: A complete matching of the AUT class system in Table 4

a1 a2 a3 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 d1 d2 m1

F1 F2 F3 0 0 0 0 0 ν ν̇ ṗ ψ

m2a m2b m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8 m9 m10 m11 m12

0 p (φ, θ) vw vc 0 0 0 T1 T2 T3 T4

The complete matching of Table 5 gives a set of 9 ARRs. Each ARR provides325

a balance that must be present between left and right hand sides of the ARR.326

Forming the difference between the two sides of an ARR gives a residual, which327

is zero, or close to, when no constraint in the ARR is violated; it is non-zero if328

a constraint is violated.329

For the AUT class system, the complete matching shown in Table 5, gives330

ARRs corresponding to the unmatched constraints {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5,m6,m7,m8}.331

Automated back-tracking Blanke et al. (2015), Laursen et al. (2008), to known332

variables give an automated procedure to generate the ARRs in symbolic form333

Blanke and Lorentzen (2006). Using hv = (φ, θ) and h = ψ for convenience, the334
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Narr = 9 symbolic ARRs are,335

arr1 : 0 = c1(m9(Tm1),m2b(pm2,m3(hv),m1(h)),m1(h))

...

arr5 : 0 = c5(a1(u1), a2(u2), a3(u3),m9(Tm1),m10(Tm2),m11(Tm3),

m12(Tm4), d1(c6(d2(m2b(pm2,m3(hv),m1(h))),m1(h),m5(cm))),

c6(d2(m2b(pm2,m3(hv),m1(h))),m1(h),m5(cm)),m4(wm))

arr6 : 0 = m6(u1, um1) (18)

...

arr9 : 0 = m2a(pm1,m3(hv),m2b(pm2,m3(hv),m1(h)),m1(h))

Replacing the left hand side zero in arri : 0 = cj(. . .) by a residual ri provides336

a basis for diagnosis. A residual remains zero if no violation of any constraint337

in the associated ARR is present. Structural detectability (SD) and - isolability338

(SI) follows from the pattern in which constraints participate in the calculation339

of residuals. SD of ci follows if ci participates in the calculation of any of the340

residuals, rj ∈ r. SI follows when ci has a unique signature in r, see e.g. Blanke341

and Staroswiecki (2006), Blanke et al. (2015) for concise definitions.342

4.3.1. Structural detectability and isolability343

The number of AAR’s available from one complete matching is less or equal344

to the number of constraints less the number of unknown variables, hence diffe-345

rent sets of residuals will be available for different DP class vessels, and detecta-346

bility and isolability properties differ as well. As example, Table 6 shows AUTS347

and AUT vessels with Nm = 4 mooring lines and Nt = 3 thrusters. The AUTS348

vessel has eight ARR relations from one complete matching. AAR’s created as349

MSO sets Krysander (2006) is an alternative where 96 AAR’s are generated.350

In general, detectability will be the same for the two ways of finding ARRs,351

but isolability can be enhanced by using the MSO solution, at the expense of352

running more ARRs in parallel than with the single matching set. In the DP353

case, the use of MSO sets does not improve isolability for this particular system.354

Table 6 shows the structural detectability and isolability if a constraint355

should be violated. Constraints are shown in the first row; the corresponding356

physical components in the second; structural detectability d and isolability i357

are shown in the bottom rows.358

4.3.2. Results for multiple faults359

Analysis of cases of multiple faults is important when a DP vessel is desired360

to continue operation despite the presence of one or more faults in the system.361

Detectability and isolability are essential for the FTC solution in each case since362

a controller used in case of fault(s) would be unsafe if it relies on sensors for363

which a failure could not be detected Blanke (2005).364
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Table 6: Analysis of single fault cases for vessel of DP class AUTS and AUT.

Constraint ai ci c5 m1 m2a m2b m3 m4 m5 m5+i m5+Nt+j
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AUT d i d d i i d d d i i

Table 7: Analysis of two simultaneous faults for a DP vessel of AUTS class.

HH
HHHf1

f2 ai c1 c2 c5 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m5+i m5+Nt+j

ai - d d 0 d d d 0 0 i d
c1 d - i d d d d d d i d
c5 0 d d - d d d 0 0 i d
m2 d i i d 0 - 0 d d i i
m3 d i i d 0 0 - d d i i
m4 0 d d 0 d d d - 0 i d
m5+i d i i d d d d d d - i
m5+Nt+1 d d i d d d d d d i -

Table 7 shows the structural results for the AUTS class configuration with365

a particular fault f1 already present and a second fault f2 occurs. As seen366

from the table, if a fault already occurred in a mooring line (c1), a further fault367

in the tension measurement unit (m9) of this line is only detectable instead of368

isolable. If a fault already occurred in a tension measurement unit, a fault in the369

corresponding mooring line would still be structurally isolable. Table 8 shows a370

few cases of three simultaneous faults.371

The table illustrates which structural faults are detectable and isolable af-372

ter two faults have occurred. In the second row block, thruster ai first failed,373

then thruster RPM measurement m5+i fails (first line) or tension measurement374

j m5+Nt+j fails (second line). The consequence of the RPM fault is that furt-375

her faults in position from current and body velocity c6, anemometer m4 or376

sea current m5 could not be detected. The consequence of the second fault377

being in tension sensor for line 2 is that, furthermore, a line defect in line 2378
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would be invisible to the fault detection system, when using passive fault de-379

tection techniques. Active fault isolation is described later in this paper. These380

information are used in the FTC supervisor algorithms that determine which381

remedial action should be initiated in each case of single or multiple defects.382

Table 8: Analysis of three simultaneous faults for a DP vessel of AUTS class.

f1
HH

HHHf2

f3 ai c2 cj 6=2 c6 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m5+i m5+Nt+j

c2

ai - - d 0 d d d 0 0 i 0
m2 d - i d 0 - 0 d d i d
m5+Nt+j 0 - d 0 d d d 0 0 i -

ai
m5+i - d d 0 d d d 0 0 - d
m5+Nt+j - 0 d 0 d d d 0 0 i -

This analysis has considered violation of one or more constraints. Some383

physical faults may affect more than one constraint. In such cases, the multiple384

violations are defined in the SaTool software and re-analysis is done.385

4.4. Analytical domain analysis386

This design step includes: obtain residuals in analytical form; ensure residu-387

als are causal; model faults as signals; and investigate diagnosability properties388

of physical faults.389

4.4.1. Residuals in analytical form390

The symbolic form (Eq. 18) advise the way ARRs are to be calculated.391

Inserting the analytical form of constraints hence makes it possible to auto-392

generate residuals. For the AUT class, Nr = 9 residuals are auto-generated393

in this way: r1 . . . r4 express a force balance of each of the mooring lines; r5394

the force balance on the vessel; r6 . . . r8 the difference between command and395

measured rotational speed for each of the thrusters; r9 the deviation between396

the two position sensors.397
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The residuals read, in analytical form in the continuous time domain,398

rj(t) = Tmi(t)− (gmj (pm1(t)−Rnb(t)l, ψm(t))), j = 1 . . . Nm (19)

r5(t) = MRbn(t)
d

dt

(
d

dt
(pm1(t)−Rnb(t)l)− cm(t)

)
− Mω(t)×

(
d

dt
(pm1(t)−Rnb(t)l)− cm(t)

)
+ CRbn(t)

(
d

dt
(pm1(t)−Rnb(t)l)− cm(t)

)

−

gw(wm(t)) +

Nt∑
i=1

(Ai
bt gp(ui(t))) +

Nm∑
j=1

(Aj
bm Tmj

(t))

 (20)

r5+i(t) = umi(t)− ui(t) for i = 1 . . . Nt (21)

r9(t) = pm1(t)− pm2(t) (22)

4.4.2. Physical faults399

A physical fault fj impacting one but possibly a subset of the constraints400

simultaneously,401

fj ⇒ {ci 6= 0} i ∈ [1, . . . , Narr]. (23)

In our case, physical faults of interest are: fault in any sensor; fault in any thrus-402

ter; fault in any mooring line, and according to Table 6, each such component403

fault origin in a single constraint. Some component faults can be modelled as404

additive signals, pmi = p+ fpi, for a position sensor fault, others as multiplica-405

tive, gp(ui) = (1− fpi)gp(ui), for a thruster force generation defect.406

Common mode fault originating from faults in power system or physical407

infrastructure (fire, partial flooding, partial loss of power, local area network408

disruption) are possible to model and analyse but this has not been within the409

scope of this study.410

4.4.3. Fault detectability and isolability411

Using the definitions in Blanke et al. (2015), a fault f(t) occurs a t = t0412

and has bounded magnitude, |f(t)| ≤ f̄ . This fault is strongly detectable in the413

residual vector if a stable residual generator exists with the property:414

∀t = t0, 0 < |fj(t)| ≤ f̄ =⇒ |r(t)| 6= 0,∀t ≥ t0

A fault is weakly detectable if a stable residual generator exists with the property:415

∃t0 < t1 < t2 : ∀t = t0, |fi(t)| 6= 0 ⇒ ∃t1, t2 : |r(t)| 6= 0 for t1 < t < t2.

Table 9 shows the relation between defects in constraints, each representing a416

physical component, and residuals in a dependency table. The following symbols417

are used: detectability, d; isolability, i; strong, s; and weak, w. The table shows418

that all faults are strongly detectable, the majority are furthermore strongly419

isolable, but thruster faults are only detectable.420
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Table 9: Residuals’ dependency of individual violation of constraints for AUT class with
Nt = 3, Nm = 4, Np = 2, Ng = 1, Nv = 1, Nw = 1
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r8 s
r9 s s

d/i d d d i i i i d i i d d d i i i i i i i

w/s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s

4.4.4. Causality of residuals421

ARRs in general contain derivatives, in this case Eq. 20, and filtering may422

need be employed to reach a causal implementation of a residual generator;423

either through linear lowpass filtering of appropriate order or by using a model-424

based feedback structure, an observer or a Kalman filter.425

Applying a simple linear filter H(s) Eq. 20 gives the modified (filtered)426

residual, rf5 (t), with the Laplace domain equivalent,427

rf5(s) = H(s)r5(s). (24)

The reduction in variance due to filtering is easily calculated using standard
methods, either by finding the resulting variance through integration,

σ2
r5,f =

∫ ∞
−∞

H(jω)H(−jω)Sr5r5(jω)dω

where Sr5r5 denotes the spectrum of the unfiltered residual, or by solving the428

Lyapunov equation if the filter and any non-whiteness in the residual are repre-429

sented as a state-space form, Blanke et al. (2015). The resulting variance and430

correlating structure are important for the change detection properties.431

4.5. Discussion432

The approach to design residual generators, as outlined above, is comparable433

with other methods for generating residuals for fault diagnosis. FDI observers434

for linear systems, see Garcia and Frank (1997) and references herein, or for435

nonlinear systems Persis and Isidori (2001), Besançon (2003) and later exten-436

sions, obtain dynamic filters as generators of residuals. These observers mask437
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a disturbance from the residual. The residuals obtained from structural ana-438

lysis have the same property since, by including a disturbance as an unknown439

variable, the obtained matching will use one of the constraints to match this440

unknown variable, and the AARs will be independent of the unknown input.441

4.6. Change detection442

Once the residuals are obtained, a change detection algorithm decides whet-443

her a change can be confirmed, the H1 hypothesis, or the normal case can be444

confirmed, the H0 hypothesis. If a fault causes a known change in the residuals445

a classical cumulative sum (CUSUM) test, Basseville and Nikiforov (1993), is446

a simple and efficient means for hypothesis testing. For the further analysis,447

let the discrete-time equivalents to the residuals Eqs. 19 - 22 be the sampled448

versions of ri(t). With sampling time Ts, these are denoted r(kTs) or r(k), for449

brevity.450

With strong detectability of faults in residuals, change from normal H0 to451

not-normal H1, is seen as a change in mean from µ0 to µ1 for the ith residual,452

H0 : r(k) = µ0 + w(k) (25)

H1 : r(k) = µ1 + w(k). (26)

A recursive form of the CUSUM test for each of the i components of the residual453

vector, the scalar test case, gives the test statistics,454

gi(k) =
∆µi
σ2
i

max

(
0, gi(k − 1) + ri(k)− µ0i −

∆µi
2

)
, (27)

where µ0i and σ2
i are the mean and variance, respectively, and ∆µi = µ1i − µ0i455

is the change of the mean of the Gaussian sequence to be detected. When the456

decision function gi(k) exceeds a threshold h, H1 is assumed and an alarm is457

triggered.458

A very useful measure for design of a CUSUM test is the average run length459

(ARL), see Basseville and Nikiforov (1993). The ARL tells two essential things.460

First, under H0 (no fault), how long is the average time until the test statistics461

g(k) exceeds a threshold h. This is the mean time between false alarms. Second,462

under H1 (fault is present), which is the average time until g(k) exceeds h. This463

is the average time to detect. The important parameters in the ARL test are464

the change magnitude of the test statistics divided by its’ standard deviation465

µs

σs
, and the threshold h for the test. Filtering of the residual will impact the466

variance of the test statistics. Therefore filtering is used as a means to make467

CUSUM tests more sensitive. Fig. 2 shows the calculated time to detect and468

time between false alarms for the residual rf5, using the test statistic Eq. 27. To469

design the detector, the filter cut-off frequencies were set to ωc = 1.6, 2.0 and470

2.4 rad/s in the theoretical calculation. The variance on residuals was measured471

under nominal conditions of wave load and sensor noise by running a simulation472

of a vessel, and subsequently by running model tests under the same conditions.473

The simulation and experiment setup are described in Section 6.474
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Fig. 3 shows the time history of r1 and its histogram and power spectrum475

when a line break occurs in mooring line 1. It was observed that the distributions476

of r1 in faultless and in faulty conditions can be assumed to be Gaussian with477

different means and the same variance.478

4.7. Active isolation479

Once a fault is isolated, the system has to handle the fault with appropriate480

control actions. Since thruster faults could only be detected, and such fault481

could only be isolated to the group of thrusters, other means are needed to482

isolate a faulty thruster and accommodate for the fault in the control system.483

The concept of active fault isolation can obtain this. To exemplify the con-484

cept, consider thruster faults, that can only be groupwise isolated. If a fault is485

isolated to be within either of the thrusters, but a specific thruster cannot be486

identified as faulty, small dedicated test signals are added to thruster setpoint.487

When possible, such perturbations are chosen such that the resulting thrust488

would be in the nullspace of the thruster configuration matrix Abt. With this489

choice of perturbation, the resulting motion would be zero if all thrusters were490

fault-free. A small vessel motion will be the result when one of the thrusters has491

a defect, i.e. thrust produced differs from thrust demanded. This vessel motion492

will be correlated with the perturbation signals. Simultaneously, elements in493

the residual vector will have a variation that is correlated with the perturba-494

tion signals. In order that active fault isolation can be achieved, the behaviour495

of input to output and input to residuals propagation of signals need to have496

certain properties, that can be described through structural properties.497

A generic approach to analyse the possibility of active isolation, in a structu-498

ral domain setting, was treated in Blanke and Staroswiecki (2006), and specific499

algorithms were provided in Gelso and Blanke (2009). The main idea is that500

in order to be structurally isolable, at least two different paths should exist in501

the structure graph from input to output or to residuals, in which a violated502

constraint participate in one path but not in the other. The input-output or503

input-residual behaviour will then be normal for the second path but not for504

the first.505

Figure 1 shows that alternating paths: ui − ai − Fi − c5 for i = {1, . . . , Nt},506

and ui−ai−Fi− c5−Tj−m8+j−Tmj for i = {1, . . . , Nt} and j = {1, . . . , Nm}507

will give such paths.508

The test signal applied can be a short harmonic sequence, long enough to509

enable certain discrimination from wave and wind disturbances in the signals.510

Active isolation for linear systems was treated in Niemann (2006), who in-511

troduced a H∞ setup for generic design and Poulsen and Niemann (2008), who512

analysed a CUSUM detection scheme in relation to active diagnosis.513

5. Controller design514

As described above, control actions could be fault accommodation or control515

reconfiguration. Before addressing the fault accommodation for mooring line516

faults, controller design in faultless conditions is first reviewed.517
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5.1. Controller design in faultless conditions518

Active control is performed by the thrusters of the vessel. The primary519

objective of a positioning control system is to keep the vessel in a fixed position,520

pd, and heading angle, ψd. In case of a PM system, the secondary objective521

is to keep the line tensions within a limited range to prevent line break. The522

second objective is usually achieved by the criterion that the distance between523

the desired position of the vessel and the field zero point, p0, is less than a524

critical value. The objectives are given as,525

O :

 |ψ − ψd| < ψw,
|p− pd| < pw,
|pd − p0| < pcrit.

(28)

For PM system, the following definitions are made for convenience. A field526

zero point is defined as the position of the moored vessel where there is no527

environmental load acting on the vessel. An equilibrium position is defined528

as the position where the mean environmental loads acting on the vessel are529

balanced by the mooring forces.530

The surge and sway control and heading control are usually done by an531

output-PID control law, according to532

τxy = −Kxy
p Rnb(ψ)p̃−Kxy

i Rbn(ψ)

∫ t

0

p̃dt

−Kxy
d ν̃, (29)

τψc = −Kψ
p ψ̃ −K

ψ
i

∫ t

0

ψ̃dt−Kψ
d

˜̇
ψ, (30)

where p̃ = p̂ − pd; ν̃ = ν̂ − νd; Kxy
p , Kxy

i , and Kxy
d are the non-negative P,533

I, and D controller gain matrices; ψ̃ = ψ̂ − ψd;
˜̇
ψ =

ˆ̇
ψ − rd; ψd and rd are the534

desired heading and yaw rate, respectively; and Kψ
p , Kψ

i , and Kψ
d are the non-535

negative P, I, and D controller gains. The states with the hat (̂ ) are estimations536

from an observer, not discussed in this paper, which is used to filter the wave-537

induced motion and estimate velocity from the measured position. More details538

on design for positioning control can be found in Sørensen et al. (1996) and for539

position mooring control and observer design in Nguyen and Sørensen (2009a).540

5.2. Control architecture to obtain fault-tolerant Position-mooring541

A fault-tolerant control architecture for the PM system requires a control542

architecture that is implemented as shown in Fig. 4. In the Figure, solid pur-543

ple lines indicate signals used in the closed loop control. Solid red lines show544

signals that are sent to residual generator and evaluation in the change de-545

tection function block. Signals on solid lines are transmitted with the sampling546

frequency of the control system. Dashed lines indicate signals that are event547

driven, i.e are sent when a fault is evaluated and a change needs to be made in548

either of the function blocks that execute the real time control. The function549

blocks are:550
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Controller Input: position, heading, setpoints for position and heading, es-551

timated velocities and turn rate. Calculates desired thrust and moment552

vectors and makes thruster allocation. Output: thrust commands.553

Thrust allocation Comprises and updated thrust configuration matrix for the554

vessel and calculates the thrust demand from individual thrusters to obtain555

the desired X,Y forces and yaw moment N Fossen and Johansen (2013).556

The thrust configuration matrix reflects which thrusters are declared he-557

althy by the hypothesis test function.558

Observer Estimates velocities and turn rate. Filters first order wave effects559

from signals to controller. Observer instance will change according to560

which signals are declared healthy.561

Sensors select Selects the set of healthy sensor signals that are passed on to562

the relevant observer.563

Setpoint generator Calculates the desired position pd. Position reference can564

be changed if breakage of mooring lines is at risk.565

Residual generator Calculates residual vector. The generation of residuals566

changes when the set of healthy components / signals change.567

Change detector Performs a hypothesis test about which components and568

signals can be considered healthy.569

FTC supervisor This function block keeps an account of the state of sensors570

and actuators, and of system parameters. It comprises computational lo-571

gics and algorithms to determine which remedial actions are need to handle572

specific defects in the system. It signals an abstract system description573

to the remedial actions block, which implements the necessary actions in574

lower level software. In short, it assesses which components are healthy.575

Using this information, it ensures that only actuators, other components576

and signals are used that have been declared healthy. It avoids control577

schemes that use components or signals for which failure / faults would578

not be detectable.579

Remedial actions function block Fault handling is performed. Mooring line580

failure typically by change of setpoint Fang and Blanke (2011); Thruster581

failure or glitch is typically handled in the thrust allocation calculation;582

Sensor faults are typically handled by estimating missing signals.583

The generic architecture shown in Figure 4 is commonly applied for marine584

systems fault-tolerant sensor fusion and fault-tolerant control. Virtual585

Sensor or Virtual Actuator approaches could be alternatives to sensor586

and actuator fault handling when the required assumptions for the virtual587

approach holds Richter et al. (2011), Seron et al. (2013).588
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Figure 4: Control diagram of fault-tolerant positioning mooring control.
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5.3. Faults in mooring lines589

We assume that in faultless conditions the thruster assistance only keeps the590

vessel’s heading and adds damping in surge and sway, according to,591

τxy = −Kxy
d ν̃, (31)

τψc = −Kψ
p ψ̃ −K

ψ
i

∫ t

0

ψ̃dt−Kψ
d

˜̇
ψ, (32)

When faults as line breakage or wrong pretension occur in a mooring line,592

the vessel will have another equilibrium position, and a minimum risk pd can be593

calculated, see Fang et al. (2015). If the vessel’s drift is small, the controller in594

Eqs. (31)–(32) should be redesigned with the updated plant by considering the595

updated mooring loads in the vessel’s dynamics in Eq. (4). If the vessel’s drift596

is large, the vessel needs to be kept in the position as in the faultless conditions.597

Necessary control forces may be obtained by calculating adequate feed forward598

during transient conditions following diagnosis of a mooring line breakage.599

5.4. Faults in sensors and sensor systems600

Physical faults in sensors and in inertial measurement units include fluctua-601

tion / jumps in signals, slow drift, bias, frozen signal or temporal unavailability.602

A jump in a measurement signal is rather easy to detect whereas incipient603

faults are more difficult. A strain gauge which is used to measure the tension in604

a mooring line often experiences a permanent drift after some time in service.605

Positioning devices may experience jumps and random drift for various reasons.606

For GNSS (global navigation satellite system) receivers when clock updates are607

made to satellites and when satellites in view change. Hydrophone position re-608

adings are influenced by temperature and salinity profiles in the water. Inertial609

measurement units suffer from time-varying bias in accelerometer and turn rate610

readings.611

With the control system using the measurements for real time feedback, con-612

sequences of sensor faults can be serious. Therefore, the safe reaction to a device613

being declared faulty by the change detection is to disable the device suspected614

to be faulty. If there is physical redundancy of the devices, healthy devices are615

used instead. Without physical redundancy, the model based observer estimates616

the missing measurements.617

5.5. Faults in thrusters618

Faults in thrusters usually include temporal loss of power, failure to zero,619

failure to full, shaft speed freeze or reduced thrust generation due to sea weed.620

An azimuth thruster may experience fixed angle or loss of hydraulic pressure621

causing frozen azimuth or slow rotation.622

If a thruster fails to follow a commanded thrust, it must be disabled and623

thrust allocation must be redesigned for the healthy thrusters. If an azimuth624

thruster fails to stay at the desired angle, the thrust allocation is redesigned625
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with the consideration of this fixed angle. Such fault tolerant control actions626

are part of the system reconfiguration.627

The advantage of the approach we use is that we do not need to specify628

the physical nature of particular faults. The methodology detects deviation629

of normal behaviour of components. Therefore, the remedial action will be630

to disregard a faulty component from a control solution when doing the re-631

configuration needed to handle a failure.632

5.6. Role of single input-output sanity check633

In any automated system, the first row of defence against failures is always634

sanity check of input and output signals. The standard approaches include to635

have supervised input-output to protect against cable failures, to have double636

supervised digital switches signalling safety related binary information, to have637

watchdog software supervising that local area network transmission of signals638

is alive, etc. These sanity check types of supervision of single input-output are639

well documented in standards to meet functional safety requirements, which are640

prerequisites to obtain equipment approval by classification societies. Common641

source failures, i.e. loss of power to sensors and or actuators, are detected by642

similar means. Absence of live signal feedback from sensors are hence always643

detected as failures in automated systems. The treatment in this paper deals644

with the more subtle failures, where analytical redundancy checks are needed645

to isolate the faulty component(s).646

6. Validation647

6.1. Overviews648

An FTC structure for positioning control systems is proposed in Fig. 4. All649

the signals from sensors and measurement units are checked before entering the650

fault detection block. If a fault is detected, the supervisor will take appropriate651

actions in sensors and measurement units, controlled plant or reallocation of652

thrusters to handle this fault.653

The purpose of this Section is to validate the FTC designs by comparing654

the performances of the vessel with and without FTC when faults occur. Both655

simulations and experiments are used for validation. The simulation was carried656

out with a turret moored FPSO operating in 380-meter depth at Norwegian657

Sea. The FPSO has a mass, m = 166 × 103tons, length, L = 271m, breadth,658

B = 41m and draft, D = 15.5m. The turret mooring system consists of twelve659

lines (Nm = 12, see Fig. 6) each of which has three segments. The parameters660

of the mooring lines are presented in Table 10. The simulations was carried out661

using the Marine System Simulator (MSS) developed in NTNU.662

The experiments were carried out using the model vessel, Cybership III663

(Fig. 7), which is a 1 : 120 scale model of the FPSO of the simulation, having664

a mass, m = 75kg, length, L = 2.27m, and breadth, B = 0.4m. The turret665

mooring system consists of four lines (Fig. 6). The vessel is equipped with two666

main azimuth propellers, one tunnel thruster and one front azimuth thruster.667
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F1 Fi FNt

Figure 5: Structure of fault-tolerant control software for positioning control.

The internal hardware architecture is controlled by an onboard computer which668

can communicate with an onshore PC through a WLAN. An onshore 4-camera669

measurement system provides Earth-fixed position and heading. A wave maker670

system was used to simulate JONSWAP-distributed waves. The experiments671

were performed in the Marine Cybernetics Laboratory (MCLab) at NTNU. The672

experimental results presented are converted into full scale. In the experiments,673

a pulley system was used to simulate the effects of mean loads due to wind and674

current, as illustrated in Fig. 7.675

In the simulations and experiments, the environmental load direction was676

collinear and 15◦ relatively to the bow of the vessel (Fig. 6). The simulation677

and experiment were performed with a significant wave height, Hs = 10m,678

wave period, Tp = 14.18s (JONSWAP distributed wave), wind velocity, v10 =679

22.41m/s, and current velocity, vc = 0.5m/s.680

The following subsections will present the simulation and experimental re-681

sults for the cases of real faults. We considered the single fault scenarios with682

step and slowly-varying additive faults, i.e. a mooring line break and a measu-683

rement drift in a position measurement unit, and with failure to zero fault in684

a thruster. A multi fault scenario was also considered with two simultaneous685

faults, one which is a wrong pretension in a mooring line and another, occurring686

later, is a jump in GPS position measurement.687
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Table 10: Parameters of the mooring lines.

Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3
(near turret)

E modulus (108N/m
2
) 838.5 1126 979.7

Unstretched length, L(m) 1060 380 80
Diameter, D(m) 0.137 0.121 0.114
Cable density, ρc(kg/m) 1178 1265 1178
Added mass coef., Cmn 1.5 1.5 1.5
Normal drag coef., Cdn 2.5 2.5 2.5

6.2. Line breakage688

The vessel was first operated with a faultless mooring system and then with689

a line breakage occurring in the mooring line 1 (Fig. 6). We will, in this690

subsection, show only the experimental results since the simulation results are691

similar.692

Fig. 8 shows North-East position of the vessel and parity relation r1 with693

the corresponding fault detection signal. The figure shows that when line 1694

broke, the mean of the residual r1 changed. When the fault occurred, the drift-695

off of the vessel without FTC was to the South causing large tensions in the696

mooring lines 2 and 4 (Fig. 9). We observe that the vessel with FTC performed697

similarly to the faultless scenario meaning that the vessel’s drift was reduced698

and the tensions in mooring lines were maintained within a normal range (Figs.699

8 and 9). The FTC in this experiments is mooring line fault accommodation700

presented in Section 5.3.701

6.3. Wrong pretension and position measurement jump702

This subsection will show the experimental results for two simultaneous703

faults. The vessel was first operated in faultless conditions. After a while704

line 1 was loosened to simulate a wrong pretention and then a sudden jump in705

position measurement for a short duration of time. Figures 10 and 11 show the706

vessel’s position and the tensions in mooring lines with and without FTC. The707

results show that the effect of FTC for wrong pretension was similar to that708

for line breakage. The effect of the subsequent jump in position measurement709

would be further drift of the vessel in addition to the drift due to loosening in710

line 1, when there was no FTC. The FTC handled the jump in position measu-711

rement by reconfigurating the control system such that the position prediction712

from the observer replaced the faulty measurement. Consequently, the vessel713

was still kept in the position and the tensions of the mooring lines were in a714

normal range.715
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Figure 8: North-East position of the vessel and parity relation r1 and fault detection signal.
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Figure 9: Tensions of mooring lines.
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Figure 11: Tensions subjected to wrong pretension and later a jump in position measurement.
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6.4. Slow drift in position measurement716

Firstly, we performed an experiment with two GNSS (GPS) receivers which717

were fixed on the ground by recording the measurements from the two recei-718

vers. With receivers’ positions known, we can calculate the deviations in the719

measurement data. Secondly, these deviations after properly scaled were used720

as perturbations to the perfect signals of two virtual GPS receivers on the Cy-721

bership III performing a DP operation with AUT class. The perfect signals722

of the virtual GPS receivers were calculated from the vessel position obtained723

by the four-camera system (see Section 6.1) and the virtual locations of the724

receivers on the vessel. The vessel was first operated in the condition of perfect725

position measurements. After a while, the measured position for feedback was726

the perfect position perturbed by the deviations from the real GPS receivers.727

Figs. 12 and 13 show the perfect and faulty position measurements of the two728

virtual GPS receivers on the vessel without FTC. It is observed that the quality729

of the GPS receiver 2 was better than that of the receiver 1.730

Fig. 14 shows the position of the vessel with and without FTC. We observe731

that the vessel’s drift without FTC was approximately 1m to South and 1m to732

East while that with FTC was almost unnoticeable. This is explained by the fact733

that the FTC detected slow drift in the signal from the receiver 1; consequently734

FTC disabled the GPS receiver 1 and used the receiver 2 for feedback.735
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Figure 13: Perfect and faulty signals of GPS receiver 2.
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Table 11: Active isolation dependency matrix.

Tm1
Tm2

Tm3
Tm4

u1 x11 x12 x13 x14
u2 x21 x22 x23 x24
u3 x31 x32 x33 x34
u4 x41 x42 x43 x44

6.5. Thruster failures736

From the structural analysis with the assumption of disregarding fault detec-737

tor signal from the thruster, faults in thrusters are only structurally detectable738

and not structurally isolable. The active isolation can be used to deal with these739

detectable faults. In this technique, we will perturb the system with a sinusoi-740

dal signal from a thruster. From the structure graph (Fig. 1), we know that741

tensions in all mooring lines will be affected if a perturbation signal is added to742

a normal thrust demanded by the positioning control system. The amplitudes743

of the tension responses at the frequency of the sinusoidal perturbations are es-744

timated for faultless conditions in advance. If the online estimations are not as745

those in faultless conditions, the fault can be isolated based on a so-called active746

isolation dependency matrix Blanke and Staroswiecki (2006), which structurally747

maps the thrust inputs, ui, to the tension outputs, Tmj
. Such matrix for a PM748

vessel with four mooring lines and four thrusters are shown in Table 11. The749

element of this matrix is xij which reads xij = 0 if an online estimation of a750

tension is similar to that in faultless conditions and reads xij = 1 if not. If a751

row of the matrix is one then the corresponding thruster is faulty. If a column752

of the matrix is one then the corresponding tension measurement unit is faulty.753

Simulations with a ‘failure to zero’ in thruster 1 is shown to validate the754

active isolation and to demonstrate the thrust reallocation. There are three755

cases in the simulations, a healthy and two faulty cases. The simulations and756

model tests include cases with and without active isolation. The active isolation757

was activated when a fault was detected but could not be isolated by the pas-758

sive diagnosis approach. The perturbations used for active diagnosis are here759

sinusoidal signals. The dependency matrix was determined (see Table 12). The760

active isolation dependency matrix shows that the fault was in thruster 1.761

Figs. 15 and 16 show the vessel’s position and mooring line tensions in762

no-fault condition and then in ‘failure to zero’ fault in thruster 1. For the763

faulty condition cases, it was observed that the performance of the system with764

FTC was not improved right after the occurrence of the fault compared to that765

without FTC. This is due to the fact that the active isolation took some time to766

actively diagnose the fault in thruster 1. Once the fault was isolated, the FTC767

switched to the allocation with three thrusters. Consequently, the performance768

of the PM vessel was back to normal in terms of position and tensions.769
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Table 12: Active isolation dependency matrix for simulation.

Tm1 Tm2 Tm3 Tm4

u1 x11 = 1 x12 = 1 x13 = 1 x14 = 1
u2 x21 = 0 x22 = 0 x23 = 0 x24 = 0
u3 x31 = 0 x32 = 0 x33 = 0 x34 = 0
u4 x41 = 0 x42 = 0 x43 = 0 x44 = 0
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Figure 15: Vessel’s position subjected to failure to zero fault in thruster 1.
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7. Concluding remarks770

This paper addressed fault-tolerant control for positioning control systems771

of vessels in general and Position-moored vessels in particular. A methodology772

was presented that allowed assessment of safe Position-mooring control under773

single and multiple faults. Fault diagnosis was designed through structure graph774

analysis of a model of a vessel expressing overall normal behaviours. Analysis of775

residuals showed that several faults, including mooring line breakage or mooring776

line tension sensor failure, were only detectable, whereas isolation is required to777

make the control system take the correct remedial actions to faults.778

Active isolation of faults was introduced to alleviate this problem. Statis-779

tical change detection was applied to determine when a fault had happened.780

Time to detect and time between false alarm were used as design criteria for781

change detection design in the presence of significant wave disturbances in the782

signals. Fault accommodation and system reconfiguration methods were deve-783

loped for the different types of faults and control actions to handle faults were784

demonstrated by model basin tests for selected faults with high severity.785

Simulations and experiments were carried and multiple faults in mooring786

lines, position measurement units and thrusters, and showed that FTC could787

improve the performance and increase the safety of the vessel in the faulty788

conditions.789

The topic presented in this paper is essential for the design of autonomous790

vessels since the principles presented are fundamental to achieve fault-tolerant791

behaviours. Analysis of overall safety and analysis of risk related to such designs792
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will be interesting topics of further research.793
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